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ABSTRACT 
Data analytics has helped companies optimize they’re growth and their performance for generation. Data 

analytics and visualization has helped us with several benefits for studying and analyzing the trips based on 

the patterns in data. Analysis in depth and cherry on top are the insights that draw from the patterns. This 

project is all about understanding one such data set of Uber from Coimbatore and is very component to 

understand the use of data analytics and visualization. It is generated with the help of python  language using 

classifies and prediction .In this projects  we can learn through various machine learning algorithm.ML 

algorithm is the scientific study of algorithm and statistical model that computer use to perform  a specific 

task. Using this we can predict the cancellation of trips. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Uber is a transportation company with an app that allows passengers to praise a ride and drivers to change 

fares and get paid.Uber was started with an idea of luscious transport but in the following years it has been 

changed into something to offer a new service to choose an application while detailing pickup location. It 

shares their rides that hire independent contractors as drivers as they pay them a certain percentage of fair. 

Uber offers rides under  demand pricing model for both drivers and passenger and they provide location 

sharing service from point to point destination for the customers. It aims to help the user to find  nearby car 

according to both the passenger and the driver. This helps the driver to reach out to the point soon. Besides 

people can easily travel from one place to another through Uber service and their willingness to own a 

private car will decrease. It increases the users willingness to use a car for their convenience to take them 

from one point to another point.Uber charges a base fare, the distance and the time spent is calculated 

according to the driving regardless of whether the vehicle is moving or not. Prices vary from place to place 

but each one has a fixed minimum fair to be paid. It uses an algorithm that increases the price according to 

the demand faced by them. During peak hours from Friday to Saturday nights, after work rush hour and big 

events and festivals are some of the main reason where drivers cancel their trips due to lack of time and this 

is why customers suffer from trip cancellation. The dataset of Uber from Kaggele is used. By using time 

series modeling and decision tree classifier are used to predict the cancelling of trips and the solution is that 

if the number of cars are increased it will be able to meet the high demand and it will reduce the 

cancellations.  

 

II.OBJECTIVE 

This Objective is framed in the goal as to achieve to reduction of trips being cancelled. The datasets collected 

from kaggle and contains attributes modified according to the objective. The dataset contains attributes like 

DATE, DRIVER ID, STATUS, REASON, and NO OF PASSENGERS. The main motto is to reduce the 

cancellations of trips by using machine learning algorithm. By using this we can find out the availability of 

cars and suggest Uber to avail more number of cars. 
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III.RELATED WOKS 

Uber is a leading Cab Booking service that offer services like cab booking and ride-sharing by using an app. 

To increase demand from customers and  expand their outlook, these technology that involved in consistent 

competition which gain them their new users and retain existing ones. This paper gives you  a complete 

overlook of considerable study of the idea of cab booking in India.[2] This objective is to understand the 

nature and the perception of Indian users who avail these cab services through mobile apps, especially users 

of Uber . In doing so, the motive is to empathise with Indian cab users, both drivers and traveler's, by 

understanding their problems and frustrations. This is achieved by using the ethnographic approach of 

Contextual Inquiry and work models are developed based on the insights found therein.[4] 

The central idea of getting  passengers from point to point with different customers can share the same ride 

and get it for half fair amount.Some times this concept does not work for all the kind of passengers.  

they implemented   the door-to-door model and this caused trips to get unnecessary bend and even 

go back just to pick up another passenger, this causes a negative felling about the service provided.By 2016 a 

new service was provided to increase the revenue [1]  

The impact to expand routes and weather conditions on pick-up waiting time, trip duration, and ride fare with 

a focus on the ride-sourcing mode in the cities.This shows that the trips organised from the city side have 

higher fares compared to the trips head toward the city center [3] 

A potentially useful approach to this prediction task is the use of machine learning algorithms.Trip 

cancellation shows certain paratransit system operations. This has been a major drawback of overbooking 

cabs and this is the major drawback of cancellation of trips. [6]The judgment concerning customer’s 

cancellation is based on the delay of cabs due to service of insufficient capacity. This shows that the good 

predictive model develops the aid in improving service. [5]  

The concept of shared travel, making trips with other users via a common vehicle, is far from story. A change 

in technological climate has laid the way for cancellation of trips. [7] 

 

 

IV.METHODOLOGY 

 

 A.TIME SERIES MODELLING 

Time series modeling is used to predict future events based on preceding events that have been observed at 

regular time intervals. Time series analysis is a useful business forecasting technique. Time series is a series 

of dependent data points that are indexed in time order, usually taken at successive and equally spaced points 

in time. Time series models are widely used to predict the seasonal variability of a target variable over time, 

where past values are used as the input variables for the model. We are using time series modeling and 

decision tree classifier to predict the cancellation of trips. 

 

B.DECISION TREE CLASSIFIER  

       The decision tree classifier is used to create a grouping model by constructing a decision tree. Each node 

specifies a test on an attribute, each branch has a descending from that node corresponds to one of the 

possible values for the attribute.It tree is a   type of direct learning algorithm that can be used for both 

regression and classification problems. This algorithm helps us to predict cancellation of trips. 

 

STEP 1: Imported the dataset from kaggle and modified the dataset and saved in excel .csv format. 

 

STEP 2: Used Google colab for executing python coding. 

 

STEP 3: Preprocessing is done by removing all unwanted data from data set. 

 

STEP 4: Time series modeling is used to predict cancellation of trips 

 

STEP 5: Visualization are made in google colab for better understanding of dataset. 

 

STEP 6: Decision tree classifier is used to predict the output positive and accuracy is calculated. 
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WORK FLOW 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 

     Time series is used to predict the cancellation of trips in Uber . By using time series modeling it has been 

predicted only the difference in plots and the mean and standard deviation .So, by using the decision tree 

classifier algorithm. To predict the cancellation of Uber trips and the accuracy comes out to be positive. By 

comparing these to algorithm we can predict the count of trip cancellation and increase the cab availability. 
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V.RESULTS 

I.TIME SERIES MODELLING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.1 Visualization in Time series modeling 

 

The fig5.1 helps to understand just the visualization that the Average passengers count lies between 40 to 

100 for each month, but there is no accurate prediction. So, to predict this decision tree classifier is used. 

 

II.DECISION TREE CLASSIFIER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.2 Decision Tree Classifier prediction value 

 

 

In the above Fig 5.2 the accurate prediction value is being predicted. By comparing the two algorithm used 

here the decision tree classifier predict the correct value and provides a positive answer 
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VI.CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

 
In this paper, importing data set, executing coding and visualization are done in Google colab.Time series 

modelling is used to predict the cancellation of trips. The cancellation of trips is high due to unavailability of 

cabs. To avoid the cancellation of trips the organization should increase the availability of cabs to reduce the 

cancellation. So that the revenue can be increased. The decision tree classifier is used to predict the accuracy.  
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